This paper addresses how to achieve efficient programmability and software portability in the data plane of a software-defined radio access network (SDRAN). We assume a cloud RAN environment that builds on multi-vendor hardware components. Recent literature on SDRAN data plane indicates that software portability remains an issue in terms of efficient execution of software, even if the software is abstracted from the underlying hardware. In addition, software interfaces typically vary across different hardware components in the SDRAN data plane, leading to platform-dependent software management. Generalizing the European Telecommunications Standards Institute approach for a mobile device architecture, this paper presents a novel SDRAN data plane framework, providing efficient hardware platform-independent programmability and software portability. First, to resolve the software portability issue, the proposed data plane framework employs a specific (radio) virtual machine as well as a radio library; the heterogeneous hardware platforms are abstracted, enabling the joint optimization of the radio application code and hardware platform. Second, to achieve platform-independent software management, the proposed data plane framework adopts a double-layered structure enabling users to exploit high-level software management for the SDRAN data plane. Third, the feasibility of the proposed data plane framework is verified through a proof-of-concept (PoC) system with the proposed double-layered structure. Based on this PoC system, we show that users can efficiently perform software management. According to the numerical results obtained from the PoC system, the proposed double-layered structure introduces negligible additional footprint in terms of computational resources, memory requirements, and latency.
I. INTRODUCTION
In fifth-generation (5G) mobile networks, there is an urgent need to operate in accordance with the requirements set forth by various services, which include e-health, self-driving vehicles, and internet of things [1] . To cope with these new requirements, studies on softwarized network solutions have been actively performed and seek to control the network configuration with software [2] . Recent research on softwarized networks has been performed on both the radio The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Kashif Sharif . access network (RAN) side and the core network (CN) side. The software-defined radio access network (SDRAN) and cloud-RAN (C-RAN) belong to the former, while softwaredefined core networks and network function virtualization (NFV) belong to the latter. Using a softwarized network, network operators can optimize the network according to various 5G requirements while also significantly reducing network capital expenditures and operating expenditures through efficient use of the network infrastructure [3] .
This paper addresses the problems of data plane programmability and software portability in SDRAN, which is a typical solution for softwarising the RAN [4] . Recently, VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ OpenRadio [5] and PRAN [6] have been suggested to provide programmability to the SDRAN data plane. However, previous works, including OpenRadio and PRAN, suffer from the software portability problem because they are platformspecific. The software portability issue is serious, especially in the data plane processing of layer 1 (L1) and layer 2 (L2) because L1/L2 data plane processing is generally performed on hardware platforms consisting of not only a general-purpose processor (GPP) but also various types of special-purpose processors, such as digital signal processors (DSPs), field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), graphic processing units (GPUs), and application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs), due to the heavy computational loads and real-time processing constraints required for modem functionalities [5] , [7] - [9] . In an SDRAN, as each of the hardware platforms for the data plane processing of L1/L2 may be provided by different vendors, the software portability issue becomes even more complicated. Consequently, with previous works involving this issue, software reconfiguration would be limited only to specific hardware platforms. A C-RAN, a typical application of NFV in a RAN, is often employed in an SDRAN for the efficient utilization of computational resources and collaborative processing among baseband units (BBUs) in the infrastructure layer [8] . It is noteworthy, however, that unless the software portability issue is resolved, the software reconfiguration of a C-RAN would also be limited only to the specific platform because the heterogeneous BBUs in a given C-RAN may possess differing hardware platforms with various levels of programmability and computing power. It is interesting to observe that the above-described situation regarding the software portability issue in a C-RAN is antithetic to the case of an NFV-based CN, which does not incur the software portability problem. Without the requirement of a real-time processing constraint or heavy computational load, an NFV-based CN generally operates on an industry standard server, which makes it possible for the NFV-based CN to be reconfigured through open-source virtual network function (VNF) applications [9] - [11] . This paper presents a novel data plane framework for an SDRAN. The basis of the proposed framework is taken from the reconfigurable mobile device architecture, which has been standardized by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute Technical Committee Reconfigurable Radio Systems (ETSI TC-RRS) [12] - [14] . The ETSIstandard mobile device architecture is only applicable for a mobile device consisting of a single hardware platform. Thus, to develop the novel SDRAN data plane framework, we first generalize the ETSI-standard mobile device architecture in such a way that it can be applicable for generic radio equipment consisting of multiple hardware platforms. It is also essential to prove that this generic framework can be instantiated for the specific needs of the SDRAN data plane. The novelty of the proposed approach can be summarized as follows:
• Generalization of the ETSI-standard mobile device architecture for any radio equipment consisting of multiple hardware platforms in Section III • Instantiation of the generalized framework, specifically for the SDRAN data plane in Section IV • Demonstrating the suitability of the proposed framework for the SDRAN data plane through proof-ofconcept (PoC) system implementation in Section V
The key contribution of the proposed framework is to resolve the problem of software portability in the SDRAN data plane such that the proposed framework provides platform-independent programmability. Ultimately, the proposed data plane framework makes it possible for the SDRAN data plane, which employs a C-RAN consisting of various heterogeneous BBUs for real-time processing of the L1/L2 data plane, to be reconfigured through open sources provided by third-party software developers. In this paper, it is assumed that the SDRAN employs the C-RAN, which provides efficient use of computational resources and collaborative processing among BBUs in the infrastructure layer. It is noteworthy that platform-independent software management enables users to exploit a high-level reconfiguration of the SDRAN data plane. In Section V, the feasibility of platform-independent software management provided by the proposed data plane framework is verified through a PoC system with numerical results obtained from various experimental tests.
The proposed data plane framework exploits two key advantages of the ETSI-standard mobile device architecture. First, a radio virtual machine (RVM) has been adopted for the execution of a given platform-independent software with a platform-specific RVM setup for each target hardware platform in the SDRAN infrastructure layer [14] , [15] . Second, the double-layered structure for software management has been adopted for high-level abstraction of configurationrelated operations in the SDRAN data plane [12] , [13] . In addition, the proposed data plane framework is advantageous for accomplishing real-time processing requirements of the softwarized RAN because the proposed framework is based on a mobile device architecture that operates in a real-time domain.
II. OVERVIEW OF SOFTWARIZED RAN SOLUTIONS
This section briefly summarizes the SDRAN and C-RAN as typical softwarized RAN solutions. This section also introduces some previous works related to SDRAN and/or C-RAN to observe inherent problems with conventional approaches.
A. SDRAN
The 5G signal environment is associated with densely deployed small cells and heterogeneous wireless networks. As a result, a need arises for efficient wireless access management in a RAN, including multi-radio access technology (multi-RAT) management, mobility management, and inter-cell interference handling. Under these circumstances, active research on SDRAN has been performed to apply the concept of SDN in wired networks, i.e., the decoupling of the data plane and control plane [3] , [4] , to wireless networks. Figure 1 (a) shows a conceptual diagram of a conventional SDRAN consisting of application, control, and infrastructure layers. The infrastructure layer, which generally includes multiple base stations, performs the entire L1/L2 data plane processing in the SDRAN according to the control decisions in the control layer. Other than the data plane processing itself, the infrastructure layer further provides two core functionalities required for data plane reconfiguration as follows. First, it reports context information (e.g., mobility, inter-cell interference level, traffic load) and resource utilization status to the control layer; second, it executes the control command related to the data plane reconfiguration transferred from the control layer. The control layer, located between the application and infrastructure layers, uses northbound and southbound interfaces to interact with the application and infrastructure layers, respectively. Through the southbound interface, the controller in the control layer can access each base station in the infrastructure layer. Through the northbound interface, users are provided with application programming interfaces (APIs) required to control the infrastructure layer. Using the APIs, users can receive context information and resource utilization status for use in a corresponding application.
The application layer supports various applications for optimizing the infrastructure of a given RAN, such as multi-RAT management, mobility management, and intercell interference handling.
B. C-RAN
A C-RAN centralizes BBUs to provide cloud computing with efficient use of computational resources. Using programmable hardware platforms in a given BBU pool, a C-RAN ensures remarkable flexibility in terms of network upgrades and network maintenance [8] . Figure 1 (b) is a conceptual diagram of a conventional C-RAN, which consists of a BBU pool, fronthaul networks, and remote radio heads (RRHs). The BBU pool consisting of multiple BBUs performs the baseband processing required mainly for modem functionalities. Each BBU is generally composed of various processors, such as GPPs, DSPs, FPGAs, and ASICs, which differ depending on the vendor. The fronthaul determines the interconnection between the BBU pool and the RRHs. The common public radio interface (CPRI) is a typical radio interface protocol used for data transmission between the BBU pool and the RRHs.
C. RELATED WORKS
SoftRAN [16] provides a software-defined centralized control plane of an SDRAN by applying the SDN concept, i.e., decoupling the control and data planes from each other, to the RAN domain for the first time. SoftRAN abstracts multiple base stations located at different geographical regions into a single virtual big-base station to control each from a central locale. However, as data plane programmability has not been considered in SoftRAN, software reconfiguration is only confined to the control plane.
FlexRAN [17] , the first developed open-source SDRAN platform, is another concept for SDRAN design. With the programmability provided by FlexRAN, in addition to RAN control applications, control functions in a given controller can be updated as well. Unfortunately, the programmability provided by FlexRAN is focused only on the control plane. Although FlexRAN does not provide data plane programmability, it has been claimed [17] that FlexRAN can be complementarily used with another work that provides data plane programmability, such as the data plane framework proposed in this paper.
Recently, starting from [16] , [17] , there has been remarkable progress in terms of control plane programmability as presented in [18] , [19] . Nevertheless, recent state-of-the-art literature mainly focuses on control plane programmability, rather than data plane programmability, in an SDRAN.
OpenRadio [5] and PRAN [6] are typical works that provide programmability for the SDRAN data plane. OpenRadio provides a modular and declarative programming interface that allows the modularization of L1/L2 functional blocks of a given communication protocol stack to support communication standard evolution. Consequently, OpenRadio can support data plane programmability. However, its programming interface is platform-specific only for a particular DSP, which implies that the software for data plane processing of OpenRadio cannot be ported on other hardware platforms. Meanwhile, PRAN also provides data plane programmability that allows software reconfiguration of a given SDRAN by switching the data paths of L1/L2 processing at the central controller. However, without the multi-target back-end compiler [6] , which is applicable to various heterogeneous platforms, data plane programmability of PRAN as well as OpenRadio is limited to specific platforms.
From the above discussions, the software portability issue should be resolved to provide complete programmability that allows software reconfiguration of the SDRAN data plane with no limit on platforms. Consequently, the need arises for efficient compilation and execution of a given radio application (RA) code [12] for each of the various hardware platforms in the BBU pool of a given SDRAN [6] . Of course, when the RA code is given as a platform-specific executable code, there is no software portability issue. The main concern of this paper, however, is to consider more generic cases when the RA codes are distributed as platform-independent codes that can be provided by third-party software developers. More specifically, as will be discussed later in this paper, each RA code can be distributed as an open source once the software portability issue is resolved.
In previous works, such as OpenRadio [5] and PRAN [6] providing programmability for the data plane, the RA is coupled with the BBU hardware platform such that RA management becomes platform-specific as well. RA management includes installation/uninstallation and/or activation/deactivation of RAs, multi-RAT management, and data flow management for each RA. Consequently, when the BBU pool in the infrastructure layer of a given SDRAN consists of heterogeneous hardware platforms, RA management becomes extremely complicated in conventional OpenRadio and PRAN because the network operator should provide platform-specific RA management using their software interfaces, i.e., APIs from the central controller.
As will be described later, this paper proposes a novel data plane framework that resolves the software portability problem and provides a uniform way of managing the RA through the high-level abstraction of data plane configuration-related operations for each hardware platform in a given BBU pool. No other work has ever provided any specific method of resolving the SDRAN data plane programmability and software portability on multi-vendor hardware components.
III. GENERALIZATION OF ETSI-STANDARD MOBILE DEVICE ARCHITECTURE FOR A GENERIC RADIO EQUIPMENT CONSISTING OF MULTIPLE HARDWARE PLATFORMS
ETSI TC-RRS developed a standard architecture and related interfaces for a reconfigurable mobile device whose configuration is determined by a downloaded RA code [12] - [14] .
The key objective of the ETSI-standard mobile device architecture is to provide efficient mobile device software reconfiguration with guaranteed software portability between the RA code and various hardware platforms. Figure 2 illustrates ETSI-standard mobile device architecture components consisting of a communication services layer (CSL), radio control framework (RCF), unified radio application (URA), and radio platform. These four components are interconnected through interfaces as follows:
• Multiradio interface (MURI) for interconnecting CSL and RCF;
• Unified radio application interface (URAI) for interconnecting URA and RCF; • Reconfigurable radio frequency interface (RRFI) for interconnecting URA and RF transceiver in radio platform. In addition to the aforementioned three interfaces, the radio programming interface (RPI) [14] has been defined for the (third-party) RA provider to implement the RA code with. Using the ETSI-standard mobile device architecture shown in Figure 2 , various RA codes can be downloaded onto a reconfigurable platform from a radio app store. As the framework shown in Figure 2 can be viewed as a computer that executes a given RA code using its own hardware platform on its own OS, it is denoted as a radio computer.
In the following three subsections, we explain how the ETSI-standard mobile device architecture shown in Figure 2 can be generalized in such a way that the framework is applicable to any radio equipment consisting of multiple hardware platforms. The generalized framework will then be instantiated specifically for the SDRAN data plane in the next section. Figure 3 shows a generic radio equipment consisting of multiple radio computers, each of which interacts with the CSL through the MURI via the routing entity. The key difference between the mobile device architecture and the generic radio equipment framework shown in Figure 3 is that only a single hardware platform is involved in the former, whereas multiple hardware platforms that may be provided by different vendors with different OSs, are encountered in the latter. Consequently, the generic radio equipment framework generally includes multiple radio computers, each of which might employ its own OS corresponding to its hardware platform. Because of the multiple radio computer architecture, the CSL should specify the radio computer ID as well as the command itself to be executed by the corresponding RCF for each radio computer. Thus, each CSL command shall be transferred to the corresponding RCF of the target radio computer via a routing entity.
A. EXTENSION OF SINGLE RADIO COMPUTER INTO MULTIPLE RADIO COMPUTERS

B. MODIFICATION OF DOUBLE-LAYERED STRUCTURE FOR HIGH-LEVEL RA MANAGEMENT
This subsection explains how the double-layered structure consisting of the CSL and each RCF should be modified to achieve a uniform way of managing RAs executed on heterogeneous hardware platforms. We first briefly summarize the ETSI-standard double-layered structure developed for the RA management of mobile devices. Then, we suggest how the double-layered structure should be modified to be employed in generic radio equipment. Figure 4 illustrates the doublelayered structure consisting of the CSL and RCF, which are interconnected through the MURI [12] , [13] . The CSL is an abstraction layer providing high-level management for RAs that are executed on a hardware platform. More specifically, a CSL abstracts each of the configuration-related operations performed on a RCF to provide a uniform approach to RA management. The software entities defined in the CSL include the administrator, mobility policy manager, networking stack, and monitor, all of which support multi-RAs. Functionalities of each software entity in the CSL are shown in Table 1 (a).
The RCF is a software component that provides the functionalities required for RA management. More specifically, an RCF is a control framework that extends OS capabilities in terms of RA management. It performs software reconfiguration through the execution of CSL commands. In other words, any ordinary real-time OS with the functionalities of the RCF being implemented can be used as an OS of the proposed data plane framework, which is denoted as the Radio OS in this paper [12] . The software entities defined in the RCF include the configuration manager, radio connection manager, flow controller, resource manager, and multi-radio controller, all of which provide the execution environment for software reconfiguration. Functionalities of each software entity in the RCF are shown in Table 1 
The MURI, the interface between the CSL and RCF, provides the services summarized in Table 1 (c). It is noteworthy that to apply the double-layered structure to generic radio equipment consisting of multiple hardware platforms, monitoring services should be included in addition to the three types of services provided by the original MURI (administrative, access control, and data flow services) as defined for the ETSI-standard mobile device architecture.
In mobile device applications, the RCF autonomously manages the computational and spectral resources according to the L1/L2 processing of the present RA. In generic radio equipment, however, each of the multiple RCFs on the corresponding hardware platform must report the context information and usages of its computational and spectral resources to the CSL monitor such that the CSL can provide central management of the RA for generic radio equipment.
The new monitoring services of the MURI enable efficient management of the context information and computational/spectral resource usages among the various hardware platforms in the generic radio equipment. As monitoring services are added in a MURI, the functionality for the resource manager and multi-radio controller to report the status of the computational and spectral resources to monitor in the CSL should be added correspondingly. Additionally, the monitor should present the status of the computational and spectral resources to the user. Functionalities to be added for multiple hardware platforms are shown in italics in Table 1 .
C. GENERATION AND EXECUTION OF RA CODE
This subsection introduces the procedure of generating and executing the RA code using a radio library and an RVM, respectively, for generic radio equipment consisting of multiple radio computers. More specifically, an RA code is composed of functional blocks properly chosen from the radio library, and heterogeneous hardware platforms of the radio equipment are abstracted by the RVM. It is claimed in this subsection that the RVM implementation should be provided specifically for each radio computer to apply the RVM concept of the ETSI-standard mobile device to the case of multiple radio computers. 
1) RADIO LIBRARY
The radio library consists of a set of standard functional blocks that serve as benchmarks for the implementation of RA codes. The radio library is classified into two types: i) the reference radio library for front-end compilation of a given RA code and ii) the native radio library for execution of the front-end compilation result on a target platform. The front-end compilation result of an RA code is denoted as ''configcodes'' in this paper [14] .
• The reference radio library provides a normative description of each corresponding standard functional block. For a third-party software developer to generate an RA code using the reference radio library, the normative description shall include not only the contents of the functional block itself but also additional information, such as the requirement for spectral/computational resources for the functionality of the corresponding standard functional block. The normative description might be provided in a high-level language, e.g., C, C++, or Java. The reference radio library, which is platformindependent, is used for the front-end compilation of a given RA code.
• The native radio library provides a platform-specific description of each corresponding standard functional block. The native radio library can be generated from the reference radio library by mapping the specific characteristics of a target hardware platform (e.g., dedicated hardware accelerators and programmable processors) onto the reference radio library. The native radio library is used for the execution of the front-end compilation result, i.e., configcodes.
2) FRONT-END COMPILATION USING REFERENCE RADIO LIBRARY Figure 5 shows the procedure for the front-end compilation of an RA code using the reference radio library that generates configcodes. The RA code, developed from the reference radio library, is converted into binary configcodes through the parallelization and compilation procedure. As configcodes are generated through front-end compilations with the platform-independent reference radio library, configcodes are also platform independent. Figure 5 explicitly shows how a high-level pseudo RA code is front-end-compiled utilizing fast Fourier transform (FFT) and channel estimation. The functional blocks shown as FFT, Extract, Vector_Conj, and Vector_Mul in pseudo RA code, shown at the lower left-hand side of Figure 5 , are provided by the reference radio library. The RA code is described as a data flow chart through the parallelization procedure, as shown in the lower middle portion of Figure 5 . Finally, through the compilation procedure, the data flow chart is converted into a binary representation according to a predefined binary format [14] .
3) EXECUTION OF CONFIGCODES USING NATIVE RADIO LIBRARY AND RVM Figure 6 shows the conceptual block diagram describing the execution of configcodes on a target platform that includes RVM implementation as an interpreter or just-in-time compiler. The Radio OS shown in Figure 6 is a real-time OS, on which given configcodes are executed using the resources of a given hardware platform. The RVM is an abstract machine that abstracts heterogeneous platforms to execute all algorithms included in the given configcodes on various types of physical resources. The abstract resources of the RVM include, as shown in Figure 6 , an abstract processing element (APE), a data object (DO), and an abstract switch fabric (ASF) for abstracting computational resources, memory resources, and switch resources, respectively. This means that APE and DO correspond to an operator and memory, respectively, while ASF properly interconnects each APE and DO.
The ''basic operations'' and ''program memory'' blocks shown in Figure 6 include operators downloaded from the native radio library and store the configcodes, respectively, while the ''control unit'' initializes and sets up all instructions of the APE, DO, and ASF by decoding the configcodes stored in the ''program memory''. To execute the platformindependent configcodes on each target platform, an RVM is set up in accordance with the target hardware platform, which is represented by the platform-specific native radio library. Consequently, RVM implementation should be provided specifically for each radio computer when the target radio equipment consists of multiple radio computers.
To efficiently execute the configcodes on a target platform, the RVM implementation shown in Figure 6 is based on a data-driven structure. This provides minimum latency in the execution of the configcodes, of which the binary description represents the data flow chart shown in Figure 5 . This indicates that operation of an APE is automatically executed as soon as the data status of the corresponding DO changes from ''empty'' to ''full''. Furthermore, all operations parallelized during the front-end compilation are executed concurrently. The DO, ASF, and APE associated with a given operation share the data status and data. In addition, the status of the DO and APE is reported to the ''control unit.'' A combination of RVMs, i.e., the vertical/horizontal scaling of RVMs, can provide an RVM extension [14] . In that case, each APE may be composed of multiple RVMs.
It is important that the RVM implementation is included at each hardware platform only when the computational resources at each hardware platform allow for it. Otherwise, the back-end compilation should be provided separately, e.g., as a cloud service provided by the hardware platform manufacturers. In this case, the back-end compiler generates the executable code for each target platform in a cloud using the configcodes and the native radio library corresponding to the target platform. Users can choose between these two methods of obtaining executable codes in such a way that their expenditures can be fully optimized, thus providing flexibility.
IV. PROPOSED DATA PLANE FRAMEWORK FOR SDRAN
Using the generalized framework shown in the preceding section, this section presents how the generic framework can be instantiated for the specific needs of SDRAN data plane, i.e., software portability and programmability. Figure 7 illustrates the scope of the data plane framework proposed in this section within the RAN architecture. To support software-based centralized network management, the RAN architecture adopting the SDRAN consists of the application, control, and infrastructure layers [3] . Furthermore, to support efficient use of computational resources together with collaborative processing and efficient network upgrade/maintenance, the infrastructure layer of the RAN architecture includes the C-RAN architecture, which consists of the BBU pool [8] . The controller in the SDRAN control layer might include various software components, such as those for RA management, radio resource management, and quality of service (QoS) management [16] . In contrast, the proposed data plane framework concerns only the software component for RA management that provides software reconfiguration management of the SDRAN data plane, as shown in Figure 7 . In particular, this means that the proposed data plane framework concerns only data plane processing in the BBU pool and functionalities of RA management in the controller. It is important that the applications contained in the application layer shown in Figure 7 are differentiated from the RA executed on the corresponding BBU in the infrastructure layer. Now, we present the proposed data plane framework that includes the radio library, RVM, and double-layered structure for multiple radio computers explained in the preceding section. Discussions are focused on its capability to resolve the software portability issue and provide high-level abstraction for RA management. Then, we present typical use cases of the proposed data plane framework.
A. PROPOSED DATA PLANE FRAMEWORK Figure 8 illustrates the proposed data plane framework consisting of two main parts: i) multiple radio computers, each of which performs L1/L2 data plane processing, and ii) CSL, which provides high-level abstraction for RA management.
As shown in Figure 8 , each radio computer employs its own Radio OS and RCF to execute a given RA on its hardware platform. Using the RVM and native radio library described in the preceding section, each radio computer can execute a given RA with the target platform-specific RVM setup. Although the RVM is specific to each radio computer, as shown in Figure 8 , platform-specific implementation of each RVM does not lead to any additional burden on RVM providers. This is because the difference in RVM implementation at each radio computer simply comes from different machine instructions used in the RVM implementation procedure for each Radio OS. It is envisioned that the RVM is provided by the hardware platform vendor together with the Radio OS.
The CSL, which composes the double-layered structure together with the RCF as described in the preceding section, provides users with a uniform way of managing the RA. As the CSL abstracts the operation of the RCF for each radio computer, it is possible for users to exploit high-level RA management. The CSL is interconnected to each of the RCFs of the corresponding radio computer through the MURI, which is a part of the southbound interface, as shown in Figure 7 . Table 1 (c) summarizes the services provided by the MURI with the specifications of corresponding software entities of the CSL and RCF involved in each of the MURI services.
As mentioned in the preceding section, the CSL interacts with each of the RCFs via a routing entity, the detailed operations of which are not included in Figure 8 . Furthermore, the inter-communication among multiple radio computers is outside the scope of this paper. We believe that the inter-BBU connection approach used in the case of C-RAN can be adopted in multiple radio computers as well [8] , [20] .
Using the proposed data plane framework shown in Figure 8 , we explain below how the problem of software portability can be resolved and how the proposed data plane framework can provide high-level abstraction for RA management.
1) RESOLUTION OF SOFTWARE PORTABILITY PROBLEM
Depending on the desired levels of programmability, flexibility, power consumption, and processing speed, the hardware platform of each BBU generally consists of different types of processors. In Figure 8 , for instance, the hardware platform of BBU #1 consists of only GPPs, while that of BBU #N consists mainly of ASICs. Consequently, without a separate back-end compiler for each of the various heterogeneous hardware platforms, the problem of software portability is inevitable.
To resolve software portability problems arising due to heterogeneous hardware platforms, an RVM is introduced between each RA and the corresponding Radio OS running on its BBU hardware platform, as shown in Figure 8 . As mentioned in the previous section, each RA shown in Figure 8 is given in the form of configcodes after front-end compilation. As an RVM abstracts physical resources in each hardware platform into virtual resources, the RVM guarantees that the RA code, i.e., platform-independent configcodes, can be ported onto any type of hardware platform. During RVM execution, the native radio library is used to interpret the configcodes in a platform-specific way. Consequently, execution of an RVM provides joint optimization of both software (i.e., a given RA code) and hardware (i.e., the target hardware platform of the designated BBU). The software communication architecture (SCA) [21] , a conventional approach suggested for resolving the software portability problem, separates the software and hardware using middleware. As a result, joint optimization of software and hardware cannot be achieved [22] . In addition, borrowing the data-driven structure of RVM implementation, system latency and hardware platform resource usage can be reduced by eliminating the resource allocation and control overhead, respectively. The data-driven structure is a key enabler for the proposed RVM approach to outperform other ETSI-standard virtualization methods based on a virtual machine (VM) or container [23] , as well as the conventional SCA-based method.
2) HIGH-LEVEL ABSTRACTION FOR RA MANAGEMENT
Using the northbound interface, third-party software developers can provide various applications related to wireless access, such as multi-RAT management, mobility management, and interference handling. For the implementation of SDRAN applications, it is often necessary for software developers to consider special requirements related to RA management. For example, for implementation of a multi-RAT management application, when a new (group of) RA(s) is activated, another (group of) RA(s) might have to be deactivated. Similarly, for an interference handling application, the transmit power of a certain (group of) RA(s) processed in a particular (group of) BBU(s) might have to be properly reduced or enhanced. In addition to these two simple examples, various situations arise where SDRAN applications should control the RAs processed in various BBUs in a given BBU pool. The problem here is how to execute the command regarding RA management from the application layer on each of the heterogeneous BBU platforms, which may employ different OSs, as shown in Figure 8 . Using the proposed data plane framework, the application layer can simply transfer the desired command to the CSL without having to know the hardware characteristics of each BBU because the CSL would send the command to the target RCF(s) prepared as a part of the Radio OS for each BBU. In other words, using the double-layered structure of a CSL and RCFs, the application layer does not have to consider various heterogeneous BBU hardware platforms.
As the RA management required in a given application is executed on the SDRAN server, corresponding commands are transferred from the application layer to the CSL through the northbound interface. Thereafter, the corresponding entity(ies) in the CSL transfer(s) the command(s) to the target RCF(s) through MURI. Finally, the corresponding entity(ies) in the designated RCF(s) execute(s) the command(s) for the corresponding BBU hardware platform to be reconfigured in accordance with the command(s). In particular, this means that the CSL can be viewed as an abstraction layer for operation(s) of the multiple RCFs according to the command(s) transferred from the application layer. Consequently, the proposed data plane framework provides users with a uniform way of managing the RAs through the double-layered structure consisting of a CSL and RCF.
It is noteworthy that each RCF in the proposed framework shown in Figure 8 is prepared as a part of the Radio OS of the corresponding specific BBU hardware platform, while the command regarding the RA management is issued from the application layer without considering each BBU hardware platform.
B. USE CASES
In this subsection, we present two typical use cases for the application of the proposed data plane framework. Each use case is focused on the capabilities of the proposed data plane framework with respect to the resolution of the software portability problem and high-level abstraction for RA management.
1) RECONFIGURATION OF SDRAN DATA PLANE THROUGH OPEN-SOURCE RA DOWNLOAD
As the open-source community such as OPNFV [24] has become very invigorated recently, CN reconfiguration can now be achieved by downloading the open-source VNF application from the OPNFV server and executing it on a target server. The key reason why the NFV open-source community can be so successful is that no software portability issues exist with the VNF applications as they are executed, in general, on industry standard servers [9] - [11] , [25] .
As the software portability issue in the SDRAN data plane is resolved using the proposed data plane framework that employs the radio library and an RVM, network operators can now reconfigure the SDRAN data plane by downloading the desired RAs distributed as open source. In short, using the proposed SDRAN data plane framework, the SDRAN data plane can be reconfigured with open-source RAs as in the CN reconfiguration achieved with the open-source VNF application.
More specifically, third-party software developers can upload their RA codes, e.g., 5G new radio (NR), on an opensource community server in the form of platform-independent configcodes obtained as a result of front-end compilation. Then, network operators download the platform-independent configcodes of the RA code of the 5G NR onto their BBU hardware platform and execute it on a desired hardware platform. While the BBU hardware platforms can be heterogeneous, the RVM at each BBU provides platform-specific execution of the RA code using the platform-specific native radio library. Although the RVM is equipped within each of the BBU platforms in Figure 8 , back-end compilation could be provided outside the RAN in a cloud, as mentioned in the preceding section. The key part of the proposed data plane framework is that network operators can achieve SDRAN data plane reconfiguration with open-source RAs using the RVM and native radio library optimized to each of the BBU hardware platforms.
Borrowing the complete resolution of the software portability problem in the SDRAN data plane, we can exploit the merits of open-source RAs as in the case of NFV-based CN, which will ultimately prevent data plane reconfiguration from being limited to a specific (group of) hardware platform(s).
2) HIGH-LEVEL ABSTRACTION FOR MULTI-RAT MANAGEMENT IN HETEROGENEOUS NETWORKS
Current wireless networks can be represented as a heterogeneous group of various RATs, such as GSM, WCDMA, LTE, 5G NR, and Wi-Fi [26] . Thus, network operators need to optimize their networks using multi-RAT management that can be classified into two categories: short-term and long-term management. A typical example of the former is one that switches off a 5G NR small cell overlaid on an LTE macro cell to save the energy of the 5G NR small cell in non-standalone 5G networks [27] , [28] . A typical example of the latter is GSM spectrum refarming, with which operators can assign the GSM spectrum to LTE and/or 5G NR for more efficient spectrum utilization. GSM spectrum refarming has been developed to address the recent decline in GSM spectrum usage [29] .
As the procedure of long-term multi-RAT management is quite well known [29] , this subsection is focused on shortterm management. Figure 9 illustrates a conceptual diagram showing the procedure of short-term multi-RAT management using the proposed data plane framework. As shown in Figure 9 , assume that Radio Computer #1 executes the LTE RA, providing LTE macro cell coverage to user equipment (UE) as a master node, while Radio Computer #2 executes the 5G NR RA, providing the 5G NR cell coverage to the same UE as a secondary node. It is also assumed that the UE considered in this discussion supports dual connectivity, including both LTE and 5G NR RATs [27] . In short-term multi-RAT management, where the 5G NR small cell is to be switched off according to the reduction of the traffic load, the proposed data plane framework equipped with the doublelayered structure provides high-level abstraction for data plane configuration-related operations as follows. It is noteworthy that the short-term multi-RAT management explained in this subsection only concerns data plane reconfiguration and not control plane reconfiguration involving radio resource control (RRC) connections and/or RRC signaling.
A network operator first makes a decision to switch off the 5G NR RA after checking the report on the context information related to the traffic load and computational/spectral resources status received at the CSL monitor from each BBU platform of both Radio Computers #1 and #2. This report is transferred from the corresponding RCF entities of Radio Computers #1 and #2 via the monitoring services in MURI. Then, the UE, which is mainly provided with data traffic by the 5G NR small cell, should be served only with the data traffic from the LTE macro cell. Consequently, the network operator transfers a command for removing data flow of the 5G NR small cell and adding data flow of the LTE macro cell to the flow controller in the RCF of Radio Computer #2 and Radio Computer #1, respectively, from the networking stack in the CSL via flow control services in the MURI. Finally, the network operator can switch off the 5G NR small cell by deactivating the 5G NR RA executed on Radio Computer #2 using the mobility policy manager in the CSL via access control services in the MURI.
As explained above, the multi-RAT application, although it is processed in the application layer, requires reconfiguration of the corresponding BBU hardware platforms in the infrastructure layer as well as reconfiguration of the controller in the control layer. The key aspect provided by the proposed data plane framework is that whenever the application layer needs to control the data plane, the application layer communicates with the corresponding entities within the CSL rather than the individual BBU hardware platforms. Consequently, users can manage data plane processing of RAs at each BBU hardware platform through the CSL, of which the details can be summarized in three steps, as follows. First, using the monitor in the CSL, the computational/spectral resource status and context information can be reported. Second, using the networking stack in the CSL, the data flow of the 5G NR cell can be moved to the LTE macro cell. Third, using the mobility policy manager in the CSL, the 5G small cell can be switched off. In short, with the double-layered structure of the proposed data plane framework, reconfiguration of the SDRAN data plane can be achieved without considering all the different characteristics of each of the heterogeneous hardware platforms.
V. IMPLEMENTATION OF PROOF-OF-CONCEPT SYSTEM
This section implements a PoC system with the proposed data plane framework introduced in Figure 8 . Figure 10 (a) presents a block diagram of the experimental environment, which includes the implemented PoC system consisting of RF transceivers and antennas as well as the proposed data plane framework. Figure 10 (b) presents a photograph of the experimental environment corresponding to the block diagram shown in Figure 10 (a). The PoC system includes two radio computers, Radio Computer #1 and Radio Computer #2, which are controlled using the double-layered structure consisting of a CSL and each of the two RCFs, as introduced in Section III. B and Section IV. A. Each of the two radio computers emulates a base station system communicating with Terminal #1 and Terminal #2, respectively, as shown in Figure 10 . For the PoC system, we implemented RA codes for three RATs: (1) LTE Frequency Division Duplexing (FDD), (2) LTE Time Division Duplexing (TDD), and (3) Wi-Fi. The RA codes for (1) and (2) support all the physical channels of the 3rd-generation partnership project (3GPP) Release 12, while that for (3) complies with the IEEE 802.11 ac standards. Table 2 shows the detailed specifications of each RA.
In the experimental environment shown in Figure 10 , Radio Computer #1 sends a dedicated video data stream to Terminal #1 using LTE FDD or LTE TDD, whereas Radio Computer #2 uses LTE FDD or Wi-Fi to transmit another dedicated video data stream to Terminal #2. Both Terminals #1 and #2 employ a CPU/GPU-based hardware platform that supports all of the abovementioned RAs, i.e., LTE FDD, LTE TDD, and Wi-Fi [30] .
The key to the implementation in Figure 10 is that the PoC system employs a double-layered structure consisting of a CSL and RCF to perform RA management, as introduced in Figure 4 . In this section, we demonstrate the merit of the double-layered structure, which provides high-level RA management. Based on the numerical results of the implemented system, we verify that RA management can be achieved in a uniform way using the double-layered structure with a negligible overhead. The performance of the proposed system is compared to that of an ordinary single-layered structure. In more detail, RA management in the single-layered structure is controlled by a controller, and the corresponding control command is directly sent to each radio computer without using the RCF. As explained later in this section, the hardware platform for Radio Computer #1 consists solely of a DSP, while that of Radio Computer #2 consists of a CPU and GPU, whose compilers are provided by the corresponding vendors. For simplicity but without loss of generality, we used an executable code for each RA code to determine the configurations of Radio Computer #1 and Radio Computer #2, implying that RVM was not implemented in our PoC. Note that the RVM for back-end compilation and the Radio OS shown in Figure 8 are supplied by the hardware platform vendors, as mentioned in the previous section.
A. IMPLEMENTATION Figure 11 presents the block-diagram of the implemented PoC system that can employ either a single-layered or double-layered control structure, depending on whether the RA management command from the controller is sent directly or indirectly (by way of the corresponding RCF) to the designated radio computer, respectively. As shown in Figure 11 , the implemented PoC system consists of the following three parts: (1) a controller for RA management, (2) a radio computer for L1/L2 data plane processing, and (3) an RF component for sending/receiving the RF signals. As the RF component is outside the scope of this paper, our discussion in this subsection focuses on the controller and radio computer, which are included in the proposed data plane framework shown in Figure 8 . Table 3 shows detailed specifications of the controller and two radio computers included in the implemented PoC system. The controller employs an Intel i5-5820K @ 3.3 GHz with 16 GB random access memory (RAM) and Ubuntu 16.04 LTS as its hardware platform and OS, respectively. A 1-gigabit ethernet (GbE) interface was used so that the controller could transfer the RA management command to the designated target radio computer and receive the corresponding response from the radio computer. Radio Computer #1 uses a DSP evaluation board (TMDEVM6670L) and SYS/BIOS version 6.46.5.55 as its hardware platform and Radio OS, respectively. It supports LTE TDD and LTE FDD RAs, as mentioned earlier. Radio Computer #2 uses both an Intel i7-4790 @ 3.6 GHz with 24 GB RAM and an NVIDIA Geforce GTX Titan as its hardware platform. Exploiting the large number of cores provided in the GPU, all the parallelizable L1/L2 data processing is performed using the GTX Titan GPU, while the sequential data processing and GPU control are performed using the i7-4790 CPU. Windows 7 was employed as the Radio OS of Radio Computer #2 to support LTE FDD and Wi-Fi, as mentioned earlier.
When the RA management command from the controller is transferred directly to the target radio computer as shown in Figure 11 (a) (the single-layered structure), the RA management command should be provided with the platform-specific APIs corresponding to the target platform because the command should be executed directly on the target platform. In contrast, in the case of the double-layered structure shown in Figure 11(b) , the RCF is prepared on top of the corresponding Radio OS. In this case, as the RCF executes the platform-specific APIs corresponding to the RA management command sent from the CSL, users do not have to consider platform-specific APIs for RA management.
Let us consider the pseudo codes given at the upper side of Figure 11 . For simplicity but without loss of generality, we considered an RA management command for activating an RA. For the single-layered structure shown in Figure 11(a) , as the DSP is used as the hardware platform in Radio Computer #1, the desired RA should be activated by booting the DSP using the ''iblBoot'' API from the DSP chip support library. Similarly, for Radio Computer #2, RA activation should be performed using ''CreateProcess,'' a window API, as shown on the right-hand side of the upper part of Figure 11(a) . In contrast, for the case of the double-layered structure in Figure 11(b) , the platform-specific API does not have to be considered at all. Activation of this RA can be achieved simply by calling a standard API (i.e., MURI introduced in Section III. B.), ''AccessControlServices.activateRAs(),'' from the CSL. Not just the RA activation, but any RA management can be achieved by calling the corresponding MURI from the CSL, as shown in the upper part of Figure 11(b) .
In short, by using the double-layered structure, users can achieve RA management in a uniform way with the standard API, i.e., MURI, without having to consider platform-specific APIs. Figure 12 presents a photograph of the implemented PoC system consisting of RF parts and the proposed data plane framework. Figure 12 exactly corresponds to the block diagram shown in Figure 11(b) , which employs the double-layered structure for controlling RA management. As mentioned earlier, the controller implemented with the CPU transfers the RA management command to the RCF of the designated radio computer via the 1GbE interface. For example, upon the arrival of the activation command, the RCF executes the command, allowing the target RA to become active on the platform of the designated radio computer. Then, the data stream is sent from the designated radio computer to the corresponding terminal using the RA activated by this command.
B. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In the previous subsection, it was observed that the proposed double-layered structure provides a high-level abstraction for RA management without having to consider platformspecific commands. To achieve this, however, the RCF should be implemented on the Radio OS of each radio computer, which may cause some additional overhead. Table 4 shows the computational resource utilization and memory footprint overhead according to the employment of the RCF at each radio computer involved in our PoC system. As the RCF for activating the desired RA is overlaid on top of the Radio OS (SYS/BIOS version 6.46.5.55), the required computational resources are increased by approximately 2.5%, and the memory footprint increased by approximately 1.9 MB for Radio Computer #1. Similarly, as the same RCF (i.e., the activation of the desired RA) is added to the Radio OS (Windows 7), the required computational resources and memory footprint increased by approximately 1.3% and 1.8 MB, respectively, for Radio Computer #2. From this analysis, it can be concluded that implementation of the RCF on the corresponding Radio OS does not cause considerable overhead. In fact, the increase in computational resource utilization by 1.3%-2.5% is almost equivalent to adding a low-complexity functional block into the RA. For instance, the scrambler functional block required in both LTE FDD and LTE TDD requires about a 3.2% and 1.7% increase in computational resources for Radio Computer #1 and Radio Computer #2, respectively. Furthermore, as the total memory sizes for Radio Computer #1 and Radio Computer #2 are nearly 512 MB and 24 GB, respectively, the increase in memory footprint due to the addition of the RCF is negligible. Table 5 shows the time required for the PoC system to generate the RA management command and receive execution acknowledgement from each radio computer in our implemented PoC system. In Table 5 , we present the times for (1) activation/deactivation of the RA, (2) creation/deletion of data flows, and (3) report of the computational/spectral resource status and context information. These measurements are required for reconfiguring the hardware platform as shown in the use case, ''high-level abstraction for multi-RAT management in heterogeneous networks,'' introduced in the previous section. When the RCF is overlaid on the Radio OS in both Radio Computer #1 and Radio Computer #2, the round-trip time is increased by 0.019 ms and 0.0144 ms on average, respectively, which is less than a 4.95% increase, as shown in Table 5 . Consequently, the latency increase of the RA management command to travel the double-layered structure is negligible.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have demonstrated that the proposed framework is suitable for instantiating the specific needs of the SDRAN data plane. The proposed approach provides an explicit solution for programmability and software portability for the SDRAN data plane. Using an RVM as an abstract machine, RA codes can be ported to various kinds of heterogeneous hardware platforms in a BBU pool. To provide joint optimization of both software and hardware when executing the RA code, the RVM uses a platform-specific native radio library. For RA management, the proposed data plane framework employs a double-layered structure consisting of a CSL and RCFs, thus providing a uniform way of managing RAs executed on heterogeneous hardware platforms. Furthermore, the feasibility of the proposed data plane framework is verified through a PoC system with the proposed doublelayered structure. Based on the implemented PoC system, users can easily perform RA management with a negligible increase in hardware costs. The PoC system consists of a main controller (CSL) and two radio computers, DSP-based Radio Computer #1 and CPU/GPU-based Radio Computer #2. The additional amounts of computational resources and memory footprint due to the proposed double-layered structure are 1.9% and 1.8 MB, respectively, and the additional latency of RA management commands is only 0.017 ms.
